Abstract
Introduction
WarpIV 1 traces its origins back to the late 80's at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Caltech where the Time Warp Operating System (TWOS) was initially researched and developed [1, 2] . Following TWOS, the Synchronous Parallel Environment for Emulation and Discrete Event Simulation (SPEEDES) framework was constructed to provide better flow control techniques that facilitate stable execution of optimistic simulations [3] . SPEEDES started out as Time Warp without antimessages. Later, as SPEEDES began to extend its capabilities to support additional event-scheduling techniques (both conservative and optimistic), this initial optimistic scheduling strategy became known as Breathing Time Buckets (BTB) [4] . An analytic model describing the fundamental BTB concept, known as the Event Horizon, was derived to accurately predict how many events would be processed on the average per BTB processing cycle [5] .
In 1993, a new scheduling approach was developed in SPEEDES to integrate the strengths of pure Time Warp with the risk-free flow control benefits of BTB. The result was the Breathing Time Warp (BTW) algorithm that reduced message-sending risk in optimistic simulations while not being overly pessimistic in terms of when to release messages to remote nodes [6] .
Other significant advances were made to SPEEDES in the early 90's including automatic incremental state saving [7] , lazy reevaluation [8] , parallel proximity detection [9] , new event management data structures [10] , two-way interactions between optimistic simulations and real-world systems [11] , high-speed communications through shared memory [12] , and scalable GVT update algorithms [13] . The early 90's were best characterized as a time of innovative research and development of the SPEEDES underlying technologies.
The late 90's saw SPEEDES transition from JPL/Caltech to industry and into several large DoD simulation programs. Significant improvements were made to the modeling framework [14] . These improvements abstracted the message parameter packing/unpacking mechanisms and allowed applications to schedule and process events as remote method invocations with strong type checking on the event signatures. A process model capability was further developed to allow events to behave more like threads that can wait for specified periods of time, or can be interrupted when certain conditions occur. An object proxy system provided initial capabilities for distributed objects to publish and subscribe to registered attributes [15] . Object discovery, removal, and attribute update reflections were automated. Initial data distribution management capabilities were provided [16] In 2000, the Joint Simulation System (JSIMS) program [17] made sweeping changes to its architecture to execute as a High Level Architecture (HLA) federation [18] , and to use SPEEDES as its Common Component Simulation Engine (CCSE) [19, 20] . Because some of the JSIMS federates were required to operate in a classified environment, the JSIMS program required CCSE-SPEEDES to be maintained in a controlled Trusted Software Development Methodology (TSDM) environment. Configuration management of the software was brought into a secure government laboratory environment with tight controls over software integration. Only upgrades that were specific to JSIMS could be merged into the baseline. Unfortunately, this caused SPEEDES to splinter into multiple baselines as different DoD programs independently made upgrades to SPEEDES, fixed problems, and improved overall performance.
Several important improvements were made to CCSE-SPEEDES between 2000 and 2004 that not only simplified the development process of building models, but also significantly revolutionized the modeling paradigm. Borrowing ideas from HLA, CCSE-SPEEDES expanded interoperability concepts beyond just coarsegrained federates executing in a federation. CCSE-SPEEDES not only automated HLA interoperability [21] , but it also provided an interoperability paradigm for (1) entities executing within a parallel federate, and (2) components hierarchically residing within entities.
Other SPEEDES-based programs such as the HLA High Performance Computing Run Time Infrastructure (HPC-RTI) effort showed how SPEEDES could itself become an RTI [22] . The significant difference between the HPC-RTI and other RTIs is that the foundation of the HPC-RTI is an optimistic discrete-event simulation engine. This means that all operations provided by the HPC-RTI are potentially time managed, including Declaration Management (DM), Data Distribution Management (DDM), and Ownership Management (OWM). Very interesting techniques were developed in 2001 to demonstrate how optimistic event processing, occurring within the HPC-RTI, could be coordinated with conservative processing in the application federate. It was also demonstrated how models executing in SPEEDES could directly interoperate with models executing in legacy HLA federates.
In early 2001, it became clear that a next generation replacement for SPEEDES was badly needed to bring the splintered technologies from different programs into a common baseline, while also applying lessons learned from the many years of SPEEDES development and support. Other issues such as NASA patents, licensing rights, and software distribution had to be resolved in order to provide a more flexible mechanism to market and distribute the high-performance computing capability to a broader user base.
For these reasons, RAM Laboratories, Inc. chose to develop the core of the WarpIV Simulation Kernel from scratch. However, some of the peripheral utilities and algorithms developed exclusively by RAM Laboratories engineers for SPEEDES were refactored and then integrated back into WarpIV. This ensured that RAM Laboratories could distribute and license WarpIV without infringing on any SPEEDES patents or software licensing issues. WarpIV does not require the use of any third-party software. It is completely self-contained. To expand the potential user base, RAM Laboratories obtained a WarpIV export license from the Department of Commerce.
Architecture and Design
While the origins of WarpIV derive from parallel and distributed simulation, the infrastructure was designed to be more than simply a high performance simulation framework. WarpIV combines (1) communications, (2) software utilities, and (3) compute engines into a synergistic infrastructure to facilitate the development of high performance sequential, parallel, and distributed applications.
The WarpIV architecture was constructed by combining the capabilities of various SPEEDES programs into a single system with the goal of standardizing each of the internal modules. Over time, this evolved into a proposed Standard Simulation Architecture (see Figure 1 ) [23] . It became clear that while SPEEDES provided most of the capabilities of the SSA, it would require significant code refactoring to cleanly separate the standardized modules. The WarpIV implementation strictly adhered to the layered SSA design, resulting in a significantly cleaner and easier to maintain system. WarpIV also made many performance improvements along the way. The layered architecture identifies the dependencies of each layer. Each layer depends at most on only the layers below and not above. This has several advantages. It forms a clean separation between the functionality of each layer, while offering a clear methodology to construct high-level capabilities by leveraging lower level capabilities.
Layered Capabilities
This section provides highlights of the WarpIV implementation of the SSA. The goal of this section is to give a broad overview of the capabilities and important internal algorithms that were implemented within WarpIV.
Utilities
WarpIV provides a large suite of software utilities that are heavily used internally and can be reused by applications to simplify model development. Most of the utilities described here have rollbackable counterparts that will be briefly discussed in the rollback capabilities section. Utilities include:
Container classes, various arrays, random number generation [24] , object factories, various data parsers and run time classes, mathematical motion and coordinate system transformations [25] , statistical algebra [26] , strings, error handling, multi-resolution grids [27, 28] , timers, spreadsheet data support,
High Speed Communications
WarpIV provides a standalone High Speed Communications (HSC) package that was developed to support both simulation and generic high-performance computing applications [29, 30] . The WarpIV HSC has been highly optimized to support shared memory multiprocessors and small clusters of such machines. However, its interface was designed to be generic in order to allow construction of optimized implementations for different hardware or networked systems.
The HSC provides eight categories of services. These services are (1) startup and shutdown services, (2) miscellaneous services to obtain node information and set various performance tuning parameters, (3) global synchronization, (4) global reductions, (5) synchronized data distribution services, (6) asynchronous message passing, (7) coordinated message passing, and (8) ORB services that support distributed object remote method invocations.
Network Communications
WarpIV provides a self-contained robust networkbased client/server ORB infrastructure [31] to support communication between heterogeneous platforms. Typechecked interfaces are generated by macros to create interface functions and mapping functions that register methods to interfaces. Three types of interfaces are supported. Asynchronous interfaces allow clients to invoke methods on the server, or for the server to invoke methods asynchronously back on the client. Two-way interfaces allow the client to synchronously invoke a method on the server, and for the server to return values back to the client through the argument list. Function interfaces are similar to two-way interfaces except that the remote method can actually return a non-void value like a normal function.
Building on the ORB, WarpIV provides a grid computing capability that allows workers to connect to a grid manager, while taskers issue commands that are performed by the workers [32] . The WarpIV grid solution is unique from other grid computing systems in that it allows applications to define their own strongly typechecked interfaces that can be embedded within their applications. The grid manager only assigns work to those workers that match the tasked interface. If a task does not complete because of an error condition, the grid manager automatically reassigns the task to another available worker.
Rollback Capabilities
WarpIV provides an optimized incremental statesaving rollback framework that hosts a wide variety of rollbackable data types and operations. The rollback framework can be used in a non-simulation context to automate undo and redo operations. However, in a WarpIV simulation, each event contains a rollback manager that automatically tracks rollbackable operations performed by the event. Events are individually rolled back as necessary when straggler messages or antimessages are received.
The rollback manager contains a doubly linked list of rollback items, which are automatically generated as rollbackable operations occur. The doubly linked list efficiently supports both rollback and rollforward operations. The base class rollback item provides four virtual functions: Rollback, Rollforward, Commit, and Uncommit. WarpIV invokes these methods as necessary to rollback, rollforward, commit, or uncommit events.
WarpIV provides a collection of rollbackable data types to represent integers, doubles, Booleans, pointers, and strings. These primitive data types are implemented as C++ classes that use operator overloading to capture changes. Default conversion operators allow these rollbackable primitive data types to be used as their native counterparts. Applications employing optimistic event processing must construct their state from these rollbackable data types.
Rollbackable container classes and arrays are provided to permit applications to store elements in lists, trees, hash tables, and arrays. These data structures use reverse operations to support rollback and rollforward operations. For example, an element that is inserted into a container is rolled back by subsequently removing the element from the container. The rollback item automatically performs the reverse operation.
Dynamic memory is managed through two mechanisms. The most straightforward approach is to identify a class to be rollbackable using a WarpIVprovided macro. The macro generates allocation and deallocation functions that automatically create rollback items to manage the memory when rollbacks occur. The second, and higher performing, dynamic memory approach is to identify a class with an object factory. Again, a macro is used to generate the allocation functions. Object factories provide a more efficient caching technique that helps reduce overheads by reusing allocated memory.
Many more rollback operations are provided by the rollback system. Some of these rollbackable operations include: sorted parallel output with optional data logging capabilities, memory copies and string duplication, functions that can be specified during commit phase, Cstyle malloc and free operations, assert statements, random number generation, and block memory state saves. The rollback framework was designed to be extensible, so new rollbackable operations are easily constructed if necessary.
Persistence
The WarpIV persistence framework fundamentally keeps track of memory allocations and pointer references within a high-speed internal database linked with applications [33] . With persistence, an object, and the collection of objects it recursively references through pointers, can be automatically packed into a buffer that is written to disk or sent as a message to another machine. Later, that buffer can be used to reconstruct the object and all of its recursively referenced objects. Upon reconstruction, the objects will be instantiated at different memory locations. The persistence framework automatically updates all affected pointer references to account for this fact.
Standard Template Library
WarpIV provides a rollbackable and persistent version of the Standard Template Library (STL) to accommodate mainstream C++ programmers [34] . The STL was developed from scratch and is based on the macrogenerated container class algorithms. STL containers supported are: pair, string, list, map, multimap, set, multiset, vector, priority queue, stack, and queue. An extensive test suite was developed to test every API of these classes. The test suite can be compiled to operate with other STL implementations, which was used to validate the overall correctness of the tests.
Event Management
WarpIV provides an elaborate event management infrastructure that facilitates event processing, message sending and receiving, Global Virtual Time (GVT) updates, handling of rollbacks and antimessages, event cancellation, event queues, statistics gathering, and other miscellaneous operations such as startup and shutdown mechanisms.
One of the differences between SPEEDES and WarpIV is the clean separation between logical processes [35] and simulation objects. SPEEDES combines the functionality of these two types of WarpIV objects into a single simulation object class, while WarpIV separates event management functionality from modeling framework functionality. To facilitate the layered separation, simulation objects in WarpIV inherit from logical processes. The logical process class plays a significant role in the event management services layer, but does not provide any APIs for modelers. This separation is necessary to standardize the individual layers of the SSA.
Logical processes play a fundamental role in WarpIV. They are automatically distributed during startup to different nodes and are sources and syncs of events. Three kinds of logical processes exist: (1) a master logical process manager is provided on every node, (2) a logical process manager is automatically created on each node for each type of simulation object defined and plugged in by the application, and (3) regular logical processes that provide the base class for application-defined instances of simulation objects.
Logical processes manage pending events, and processed but uncommitted events when running optimistically. A more optimized event management mechanism is used when running sequentially or conservatively. A class diagram depicting the relationships between the three types of logical processes and events is shown in Figure 2 . The master logical process manager on each node stores its logical process managers in a local array, where the array index is the simulation object type. WarpIV automatically provides simulation object type Ids as applications plug in their simulation objects. Each logical process manager stores its local set of logical processes in a hash table that behaves like a high-speed array until new logical processes are created dynamically during the execution of the simulation. When dynamic simulation object creation is employed by the application, the array of logical processes automatically transforms into a highspeed hash table.
Logical process managers play a fundamental role in dynamic logical process creation and deletion. Because logical processes are dynamically created through timetagged events, and because these events can be rolled back, the only legitimate way to implement this capability is to schedule creation and deletion events for logical process managers, whose role is to manage logical processes as part of its state. Thus logical process managers use rollbackable hash tables instead of regular hash tables to store logical processes.
Logical processes are identified through an abstract object handle composed of three integer values: <NodeId, TypeId, LocalId>. The object handle specifies the target logical process when scheduling events. When an event is scheduled, WarpIV automatically constructs an appropriate event message. Among other things, the message header includes object handle and event time information. If the event is scheduled for a remote node, the message is sent through the HSC to the receiving node. Once the message arrives, it is queued for processing. If necessary, those events incorrectly processed by the target logical process with time tags greater than the scheduled event time are rolled back. This may induce secondary rollbacks and the release of antimessages. Antimessages may induce further rollbacks when they cancel remote events that have already been processed. Locally scheduled events use a more optimized cancellation mechanism, and do not operate through the distributed antimessages formalism to cancel events that were scheduled by events that were rolled back.
WarpIV provides an abstract C++ representation of time that consists of a double-precision unit-less logical time value followed by four tie-breaking fields. The first two tie-breaking fields (Priority 1 and Priority 2 ) can be set by the application to specify the desired ordering of simultaneous events. WarpIV automatically sets the last two tie-breaking fields (Counter and UniqueId) when events are scheduled. Each logical process stores an integer event counter that is incremented as events are scheduled. Coupled with the logical process UniqueId, each event scheduled has a unique simulation time. One important correction must be made to the Counter. If an event that was scheduled by another logical process has a counter value of 100, while the logical process actually processing the event has a counter value of 50, then it is possible for the event to schedule new events with the same logical time value backward in time. To solve this problem, the logical process Counter is set to the Counter value in the event before the event is processed if its value is less than the event Counter. It is important to note that the Counter stored within the logical process must be rollbackable. Otherwise, non-repeatable simulation times would be generated as rollbacks occur.
Applications can schedule events for all three types of logical processes. The safest way to schedule an event for every object in the simulation at a given time is to first schedule an event for each master logical process manager on each node. As these events are simultaneously processed on each node, the events can schedule new events for each logical process manager, which in turn can access the information from its manager to schedule an event for each logical process for its type. This approach guarantees that all simulation objects active at a given time receive the event.
The event management layer collects statistics as events are processed. Each event is timed to measure its processing granularity. Statistics are gathered to count the number of events processed and rolled back by event type and by logical process type. A running critical path analysis computation is performed and displayed to users during GVT updates to indicate the maximum application speedup. Memory usage statistics can be displayed to indicate memory consumption for events and messages. Users may also display object factory information to further analyze their memory usage.
WarpIV also provides a trace file generation capability that stores critical information about each event that is processed and committed. The information is tailorable at run time and may include: the type of event, information about the object processing the event, all events scheduled by the event, rollback items created by the event, and application-specific streamed messages associated with the event. Unlike SPEEDES, WarpIV merges the tracefile output generated by each node into a single sorted file. This ensures that traces generated from sequential runs are identical to trace files generated when executing in parallel. It also simplifies debugging complex event sequences that span multiple nodes.
Time Management
WarpIV provides three time management algorithms to support sequential, conservative, and optimistic event processing [36] . LightSpeed executes on a single processor and eliminates all parallel processing overheads. RamSpeed provides a highly optimized lookahead-based conservative time management windowing algorithm with minimal overheads. Event management is dramatically simplified by organizing all events in a single event queue that is managed by the scheduler on each node. Events are attached to logical processes just before they are processed. RamSpeed removes virtually all rollback overheads during execution. WarpSpeed supports parallel optimistic event processing using several new flow control techniques to promote runtime stability. These are discussed below.
WarpSpeed offers several new time management techniques that reduce overheads while providing better flow control over event processing. While SPEEDES made great strides to promote stability through its BTW algorithm, WarpIV goes further and provides additional features to ensure stability.
The first flow control feature in WarpSpeed is to use event processing times instead of simply counting events to determine when to throttle messages, when to stop processing events optimistically, and when to update GVT. Event processing time is a better metric to use than event counters because it applies a more legitimate weighting scheme. An event that takes ten times longer to process than another event in SPEEDES has the same counting weight, while WarpIV takes the processing time differences into account. The end result is better process coordination between the nodes.
The second flow control feature in WarpSpeed uses a Risk Lookahead value specified at run time to determine which individual messages to release after an event is processed. In the BTB algorithm, SPEEDES either releases all generated messages from an event, or it holds back all of the messages for later sending. WarpSpeed only releases those messages with time tags less than the Risk Lookahead value. The benefit gained by the WarpSpeed approach is that events scheduled far into the future, and have no critical requirement to be processed right away, are held back until the event is committed, while events scheduled more tightly in time are released right away. Antimessages are not required for messages that have not yet been released, so this approach offers the opportunity for significant performance improvement over SPEEDES.
The third flow control feature that can be enabled or disabled in WarpSpeed eliminates cascading antimessages altogether. WarpIV includes both the time tag of the originating event and of the new event in each eventmessage. If cascading antimessages are disabled, WarpSpeed will not release messages from those events whose originating time is less than GVT. This guarantees that antimessages never trigger secondary antimessages. Antimessages are only triggered by straggler messages. The benefit of this approach is to provide rollback and antimessage stability. However, it is important to only enable this feature for applications that are large and exhibit instabilities due to rollbacks. For small simulations, this feature can actually reduce parallelism by not being aggressive enough in message sending.
The fourth flow control feature in WarpSpeed is still experimental. This technique dynamically modifies risk and optimistic processing parameter based on performance metrics. Traditional dynamic performance optimization algorithms try to balance the competing goals of maximizing committed event processing while minimizing rollback overheads. WarpSpeed takes a different approach by focusing on flow control and stability. WarpSpeed collects samples of antimessages and rollbacks during GVT updates. If the number of antimessages grows in a non-linear fashion, then this indicates that message-sending risk is too high so the parameters are adjusted to reduce the risk. The same consideration is made for rollbacks. If the number of rollbacks over time grows in a non-linear manner, then this means that the optimistic event processing parameters are too aggressive. If either numbers are stable, then the dynamic parameter settings are slightly loosened to be more aggressive. The goal is to provide the most aggressive parameter settings while keeping antimessage and rollback growth linear over time. Parameter settings must also account for non-steady state behavior, which leads to the use of non-trivial control-system feedback techniques. This work is currently ongoing and is an interesting topic for future research and development.
Modeling Framework
WarpIV offers a rich modeling framework that supports all of the SPEEDES capabilities and more. Figure 3 depicts the various classes in the modeling framework.
The simulation object class, provided by the modeling framework, inherits from the logical process class that is defined in the event management services layer. Users inherit from the simulation object class to provide their specific models. A simulation object manager class for each user-defined simulation object type is automatically generated by a macro. An instance of each type of simulation object manager is created on each node. The master logical process manager manages each simulation object manager in an array that is indexed by object type. The simulation object manager provides the capability of creating and deleting simulation objects. It also provides lookup services to obtain object handles given the enumerated Id of a particular type of simulation object. During initialization, two decomposition strategies are provided. Block decomposition allocates consecutive blocks of simulation objects to nodes. For example, six objects identified by integer instance Ids are block decomposed to three nodes as (0,1), (2,3), and (4,5) . Scatter decomposition "card deals" simulation objects to nodes. For example, six objects are scatter decomposed to three nodes as (0,3), (1,4), and (2,5) . Lookup algorithms are provided to obtain object handles given an enumerated object Id.
After initialization, simulation objects can be dynamically created or deleted in logical time on local or remote nodes. This is implemented through a creation and deletion events that operate on the simulation object managers. An object handle is returned to the invoker of the create simulation object service.
Two types of interfaces are provided to dynamically create simulation objects. The first interface allows applications to define their own constructors with specified arguments. WarpIV automatically constructs simulation objects by invoking their constructor with arguments. The second interface allows applications to define simulation objects with their own initialization methods that are invoked after the default (no-argument) constructor is called. Type-checked arguments are passed into the specified initialization method.
Events always have one input message and zero or more outgoing messages that are generated as new events are scheduled. Event messages provide a header that is followed by the actual parameters of the event. Applications never manipulate event messages because all events are defined as method invocations. The low-level message-passing interface is never exposed to applications. Scheduling and processing events is similar to CORBA-style remote method invocation where interfaces are defined and then implemented as methods. Macros are used to define event interfaces and to map those methods that implement the interface to the event. For generality, actual method names are not required to match the event interface name. Four basic types of event services are supported.
Autonomous events are implemented as event objects that act on passive simulation objects. Applications define autonomous events by inheriting from the event base class. Applications provide a method on the derived autonomous event with the same signature as the event interface. WarpIV automatically creates autonomous event objects as messages are received and queues the events in logical time for processing. WarpIV provides each Autonomous event with a pointer to the target simulation object. This allows applications to operate on simulation objects from the outside by invoking their methods from the Autonomous event. This agent-like behavior can be used to preserve the integrity of a model, while supporting additional modeling capabilities without violating object-oriented encapsulation principles.
SimObj events are implemented as methods provided by user-defined simulation objects. Unlike Autonomous events, SimObj events directly invoke specified methods on the Simulation Object. Simulation objects are permitted to schedule events for other simulation objects using either the Autonomous event or SimObj event mechanisms. The event recipient is designated during scheduling by its object handle.
Local events allow simulation objects and their contained classes to conveniently schedule events using an object pointer to reference the event recipient. Local events are always scheduled for the same logical process. Simulation objects are never permitted to schedule local events for other simulation objects because this would violate encapsulation principles. A simulation object should never have access to the pointer of an object contained by another simulation object. Local events provide a natural mechanism for scheduling events between objects within a simulation object.
Polymorphic events allow simulation objects and their components to dynamically register and unregister handlers to specified events. This interoperability strategy decouples software components and provides the foundation for supporting mixed resolution models. Polymorphic events trigger zero or more handlers when they are processed.
Any event can become a process through the use of a few simple macros. A process is nothing more than an event that passes time (maybe several times) before exiting. Sometimes, processes are called persistent events because they persist over a range of simulation time. Processes support several ways of passing time.
Processes can wait a specified amount of time using the WAIT command. Processes can wait for various types of semaphore variables to be set or change state using the WAIT_FOR command. A timeout can be provided to wake the process up after a specified amount of time has elapsed, even if the semaphore has not been set. The following semaphore types are supported:
Logical semaphores can take on values of 0 or 1. Processes waiting on a logical semaphore wake up when the semaphore is set to 1. Integer semaphores allow processes to wake up when the integer value is non-zero. Double semaphores allow processes to wake up when the double-precision value is non-zero. Counter semaphores allow processes to wake up when the counter value is non-zero. This is useful when a model needs to wait for work to arrive before processing.
Processes can also wait for interrupts to occur. A timeout may be specified to allow the process to wake up even if no interrupts have been set. Interrupts are enumerated and are stored in a 32-bit integer bitfield. Interrupts can be masked to selectively determine which interrupts are of interest to the process.
The resource data type works with the process model to allow processes to wait until a specified amount of a quantity becomes available. Processes are prioritized according to the selected queuing discipline. Examples are First In First Out (FIFO), Last In First Out (LIFO), by amount requested (high or low can be selected), and general priority assignments. The following resource types are supported:
Integer resources are used to represent numbers of resources. An example might be workers serving customers. Double resources are used to represent an amount of a continuous resource. An example might be fuel in an aircraft.
The modeling framework provides a sensitivity list mechanism that automatically invokes registered methods when specified attributes are modified. This capability can be extended to processes to allow them to wake up from process-model WAIT statements when arbitrary complex expressions involving attributes are satisfied. Because the invoked functions themselves are allowed to modify other variables in sensitivity lists, a powerful capability is provided to support cognitive algorithms, neural networks, and rule-based logic in expert systems. These services are critical for developing reusable Human Behavior Representation (HBR) components.
Simulation objects may be internally decomposed into components that can be decomposed into further subcomponents, etc. This provides a rich hierarchically managed recursive infrastructure for decomposing model functionality. Polymorphic methods with componentbased scope resolution provide a powerful mechanism to decouple interactions between components while promoting their interoperability and reuse.
Like callback systems, a component can invoke a polymorphic function that in turn activates polymorphic methods registered by other components. This is similar to general-purpose GUI callback systems that allow applications to register handlers when buttons are mouseclicked, etc., except that the polymorphic method system is object-oriented.
The polymorphic method approach does not require inheritance and virtual functions to achieve polymorphism. Instead, a special macro defines the polymorphic interface. This macro generates a new polymorphic function with the specified interface that can be invoked to activate corresponding polymorphic methods that have been registered. Note that the invoker of the polymorphic function only references the interface and has no knowledge of how the interface is implemented, or which classes are used to implement the interface. Through another macro, any object (no inheritance is required and the object can be named anything) may register one or more of its methods (the method can also have any name) to implement the polymorphic interface. This double abstraction barrier facilitates the development of interoperable components that can be reused in different applications because there are no hard-coded object dependencies.
Distributed Simulation Management Services
The Distributed Simulation Management Services (DSMS) layer was implemented in CCSE and mirrors HLA functionality with automated easy-to-use interfaces [37] . The DSMS layer will be rehosted and further optimized in WarpIV by the end of summer, 2005.
The CCSE DSMS layer provides a standard set of interfaces for supporting Federation Objects (FOs), Interactions, Interest Management, and Ownership Management. The DSMS layer provides an efficient and scalable interest management for FOs and Interactions based on abstract multiresolution hierarchical grids.
Without efficient interest management, performance breaks down quickly when the numbers of entities gets large. All of the interest management filter overlap processing is distributed to avoid computational bottlenecks.
Efficient destination-based multicast techniques distribute the filtered data through shared memory and networks to reduce message-passing overheads in large systems.
HLA Gateway
The HLA Gateway was implemented in CCSE to provide connectivity to existing HLA Federations using any HLA-compliant RTI. The gateway will be rehosted in WarpIV by the end of summer, 2005. It coordinates the flow of data (i.e., Federation Objects and Interactions) through the RTI while also coordinating the advancement of logical and/or real time.
The CCSE gateway was implemented as an entity that publishes and subscribes to Federation Objects and Interactions with both the RTI and the DSMS layer. For example, an Interaction received by the gateway from the RTI is passed to entities within the Federate by scheduling the Interaction in the DSMS layer. Similarly, the gateway forwards Interactions through the RTI as it receives them from the DSMS layer.
HPC-RTI
A logical-time HPC-RTI prototype [38] was developed for CCSE. This effort was based on the version 1.3 standard [39] , and proved all of the critical algorithms for integrating conservative simulations with an RTI based on optimistic internal scheduling techniques. These time-managed techniques will be reimplemented in WarpIV by the end of summer, 2005.
WarpIV currently features a highly optimized realtime HPC-RTI prototype that was developed to showcase high-speed communications performance on clusters of shared memory multiprocessor machines.
Performance
WarpIV was designed to improve modularity, functionality, robustness, and performance over SPEEDES. This section highlights network performance, shared memory performance, and overall eventprocessing performance.
Network Communications
Network performance measurements were collected for several configurations involving machines at RAM Laboratories and at the University of California, San Diego. At RAM Laboratories, up to 75,000 short one-byte messages per second were exchanged between two personal computers connected through standard gigabit Ethernet. Sustained bandwidth for large one-megabyte messages was measured to be about 15 megabytes per second. Similar experiments using the UCSD Beowulf cluster demonstrated more than 50% improvement over the results obtained at RAM Laboratories.
High Speed Communications
High-speed communications performance benchmarks have been collected and are shown in These measurements were obtained on a legacy 48-processor HP Superdome at the SPAWAR Systems Center in San Diego. All of the shared memory benchmarks to date show nearly perfect scalability as a function of the number of nodes. This level of scalable performance is impossible to achieve on networked systems (e.g., Ethernet) using standard Internet protocols.
Furthermore, all messages are transported reliably though shared memory, which is critical for high-performance parallel applications executing in logical time
Parallel Event Processing
A simple benchmark was constructed to demonstrate parallel event processing performance. Figure 5 demonstrates performance for 1,000 simulation objects with 10 events per object executing on an HP Superdome computer with up to 44 processors. Each event randomly generated a new event with a random future time for another simulation object as it was processed. Even with low event granularities, the test application was able to achieve a significant level of parallelism. While it would be interesting to study the performance of other WarpIV services (e.g., rollback overheads, event management, time management flow control techniques, container classes, persistence, GVT updates, Data Distribution Management, HPC-RTI, and HLA Interoperability), this paper focuses on presenting the core performance drivers such as communications and overall performance of a simple test model. Future work will report on the performance of other WarpIV services.
Summary and Conclusions
This paper provided a high-level overview of the WarpIV Simulation Kernel. WarpIV was designed to provide next-generation capabilities based on 15 years of lessons learned using the SPEEDES framework. Through its backward compatibility layer, WarpIV supports SPEEDES-based applications while providing new capabilities for future programs.
RAM Laboratories will open the source code for WarpIV in the near future, with the goal of forming a basis for the Standard Simulation Architecture. This will help grow a larger user-base and research community. One of the benefits of this will be to help jump-start research and development programs.
